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Picture Lil' Kim and Eminem smashed into a grinder and smothered over an episode of "Sex  The City" on

a Saturday evening at Gay Pride-a gorgeous blend of Electronica, Rock, Old School Hip-Hop and some

of the most crass and humorous lyrics ever heard. 16 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Alternative Hip Hop,

ELECTRONIC: Dance Details: Johnny's debut album, Dangerous Liaisons, (US2 Records, 2003) is a fist

ready to strike. Packed with over thirteen hard-hiting joints; each one becoming more painfully

pleasurable to the ears! The albums' opener, "Not Black Enough" is a bomb-erupting, verbal axing to any

opposing gay rapper in his way. "I'll pull your shit quicker than they did the movie Glitter," he warns, while

the tracks' guitar-lixxx slam into overdrive, meanwhile defending his honor as a non-African-American

emcee to be reckoned with. "Topsy Turvy," a freaky, sexcapaded dance-floor fantasy is quite the guilty

pleasure as Johnny whispers, "Then my mutha' fuckin' ass came on his face!!" Yes, you heard right

darling-and that's just the beginning! "Hot Johnny," his most explicit offering to date, boasts of sexual

adventures and strange encounters. Johnny delves deep into the topics of fisting, watersports and other

non-conventional methods of gay love-making. Don't get it twisted. Every song isn't triple-x rated, and the

infectious groove of "Dangerous," his cleanest delivery, and the albums' lead single is just that: pure,

unadulterated funk. Always known for controversy, Johnny winds down with "Celebrity F#@ker," a

Batman-meets-Wonder Woman stylistic-jaunt where Johnny boasts of sexual endeavors with Vin Diesel,

Brad Pitt, Justin Timberlake and Will Smith. This one is definitely not for the kiddies. The CD also includes

"Rockstar," Johnny's new 2006 hit single, produced by Detroit producer, Aaron-Carl. Dangerous Liaisons

was entirely produced by rapper/songwriter/producer Tori Fixx, who is also the C.E.O. of Johnny's home

label, US2 Records. Tori joins Johnny, ("Me No Wan Dat") along with L.A. horror-core rapper, DEADLEE,

("Crack Hit"), Minneapolis-based Protegee' and Rainbow Flava front-man, Dutchboy on an incredulous

rebirth-of-slick remix of "Down With This." Self proclaimed the "homo hip-hop head of controversy," this

Chicago-based emcee is taking names and throwing verbal blows unlike any other. Dangerous Liaisons

is controversial, comically-witty, confrontational and empowering all at the same time. A voice for all

genres of sexuality, Johnny prides himself on being openly honest, boldly truthful and downright crass!
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Watch your back as this pint-sized, animated shit talker barrels through the realms of the underground

with the force of an avalanche. And similar to a snowball, this controversial juggernaut with the mouth of a

sailor-can only get bigger!
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